SP GOOGLE MAPS
Utilizing the vast power and reach of Google Maps, Silent Passenger® makes it quick and easy to pinpoint the exact location of every vehicle in your fleet, 24x7. Proprietary split-screen views enable real-time monitoring of numerous vehicles simultaneously, providing a broad range of reporting possibilities.

SP APPLE AND ANDROID APPS
Silent Passenger® mobile apps keep you completely in touch with your fleet no matter where you are. Via our free app, receive instant updates and view data about your fleet from the palm of your hand. Also have the versatility to view information about your entire fleet all at once or view information about individual vehicles.

SP VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Timely maintenance of your fleet can pay huge dividends by avoiding costly vehicle breakdowns and repairs while also extending the life of vehicles for the long term. Silent Passenger’s Vehicle Maintenance module makes it easy to monitor oil changes, inspections, registrations and other routine maintenance. Automatic alerts are sent to you via email or text message, letting you know when a vehicle is due for maintenance.

SP FUEL SAVINGS
Did you know that fuel consumption increases nearly 10% when your vehicles are traveling at just 5 mph over the speed limit? Silent Passenger® provides real-time reports for every vehicle in your fleet, giving you essential information about miles per gallon as well as overall fuel consumption. Also receive alerts about excessive fuel purchases and unauthorized use of fleet credit cards.

SP SAFETY
SP SPEED™ – SP Speed technology instantly alerts you when your vehicles exceed posted speed limits, creating significant savings on fuel costs. In addition to the monetary and safety benefits of reducing speeding, SP Speed takes speed reporting a step further by expanding the monitoring threshold to include not just highways but also residential areas.

SP DRIVER BEHAVIOR – Are your drivers accelerating too quickly, creating safety hazards and wasting money in excess fuel consumption? Are they braking too hard, creating opportunities for collisions from behind while also causing excess wear and tear on the vehicle? Are they going too fast, exceeding speed limits and jeopardizing the safety of themselves, other drivers and pedestrians? Get the answers to all these questions, in real time, via Silent Passenger’s driver behavior analysis module.

SP DRIVER IDENTIFICATION
With Silent Passenger® technology and a key fob reader installed in each vehicle for drivers to use in clocking-in, you can instantly determine who is behind the wheel of your vehicle – eliminating unauthorized use of fleet vehicles.

SP ROUTING
Silent Passenger’s Routing module can dramatically improve efficiency and productivity throughout your entire fleet. View all open jobs on a map and build routes visually via the map, then optimize each route to shorten travel times and lower fuel consumption. Also partner the routing module with the Silent Passenger Garmin solution for automatic transmission of route information to the Garmin device in a vehicle – enabling wireless dispatching of real-time route status and feedback as well as providing an optional turn by turn direction module that can further increase driver productivity.
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**SP CONNECT**
Get a 360-degree view of your operations in a single solution. Silent Passenger Connect is an Application Programming Interface (API) that can be added to third party software to update Silent Passenger® 24x7 in real time as well as update other systems with data from Silent Passenger®. Through its diverse integration capabilities Silent Passenger Connect simplifies many different fleet management functions, including: sending scheduled job information from an existing dispatch to Silent Passenger® and then to a navigation device in the vehicle; displaying the current status and location of a vehicle in your dispatch software; comparing GPS fleet tracking data to your drivers’ scheduled jobs; integrating mileage and hours of use data into vehicle maintenance software for a live feed of current data; and connecting Silent Passenger® and your time-clock software to determine and compare punch-in time to vehicle departure time.

**SP DRIVER SCORE CARD**
The Driver Score Card in Silent Passenger takes driver scoring and fleet safety monitoring to the next level. As a Silent Passenger user, you can customize your driver scoring algorithm to meet your specific fleet safety goals and requirements. You can score your drivers based on the amount of engine idling, high limit speeding (over a set MPH threshold), or exceeding the posted speed limit speeding (using our SP Speed module), driver behavior monitoring (hard braking/rapid acceleration).

**SP TEMPERATURE CONTROL**
Highly sensitive temperature probes can be installed in your vehicles, integrating with Silent Passenger software to assure precise temperature control. Silent Passenger Temperature technology is particularly beneficial in deliveries of such goods as foods and beverages where the cold chain must be maintained – providing continual monitoring and control to avoid expensive spoilage while also minimizing cross contamination and maximizing the productivity of shipping logistics such as merge-in transit.

**SP QUICK VIEW®**
Enhance your relationships with customers by providing them with the ability to temporarily access and share certain aspects of Silent Passenger®. For example, enable customers to instantly view where your vehicle is in real time. Silent Passenger Quick View can be customized for each customer to grant or restrict access to such data as vehicle routes, ETA and driver information – keeping your customers continually informed.

**SP FLEET IQ**
Harness the real power of a fleet tracking solution using our interactive Fleet IQ dashboards. Configurable real-time updating dashboards deliver you actionable business intelligence on your mobile workforce so you can start understanding how your fleet’s performance impacts your business and your bottom line. Our intuitive user experience gives you the data when you want it, with predictive analytics bringing data to your attention enabling you to be “ahead of the curve”.

**SP ASSET TRACKING**
Silent Passenger is a total asset management solution designed to enable you to make the most of your assets by giving you complete visibility, control and protection over them. Trailers, freight, heavy equipment, shipping containers and other assets are just as susceptible to theft or misuse – and just because an object may not be classified as a “vehicle”, it doesn’t reduce its value or limit its need for oversight.

**SP MULTIVIEW**
Silent Passenger puts the power to configure how you view your fleet in your hands! Whether you’d like an overview of your entire on the road team, specifics on one particular driver, traffic conditions or location – it’s all yours on one convenient screen.

**SP GARMIN 2-WAY MESSAGING**
Send messages to drivers and equipment operators, and receive replies. Adding to the benefits of 2-way communication via messaging, also dispatch addresses or information about stops directly to the Garmin device in the vehicle, providing the driver or operator with one-touch turn-by-turn directions to any location.

**SP ACCESSORY MONITORING**
Silent Passenger supports a myriad of different device options, which are configurable for your specific fleet needs. With options including vehicle accessory monitoring – monitor your fleet utilization like never before. Using sensors that seamlessly integrate to onboard vehicle equipment, for example power take-off (PTO) equipment, generators, doors or other accessories on your vehicle. Receive alerts and reports on utilization of these accessories to ensure proper utilization and maintenance schedules are followed as well.